DURABILITY MEETS COMFORT

Sycamore Metal fully represents the highest level of patient and visitor care and comfort. Functional design includes clean-out between the seat and back, and ergonomic features to support extended periods of waiting. Sycamore Metal’s small footprint and durable construction make it an easy solution for common areas and waiting spaces. The patient chair is well suited for areas ranging from exam rooms to inpatient rooms. It features a tall, contoured back for enhanced patient comfort.

Also shown above
Modular Casegoods: Alterna/L presidential/Exam Stool

Also shown right
Modular Casegoods: Alterna/L Sleeper Sofa: Villa Health
SYCAMORE™ METAL

Sycamore Metal is a durable seating line that doesn't sacrifice quality and comfort. With a collection including guest, tandem, bariatric and patient seating options, spaces ranging from public to patient can benefit from the entire family of seating. Tandem tables are available to enhance any environment.

STATEMENT OF LINE

Guest  Tandem Two-Seat  Tandem Three-Seat  End Table

In-Line Table  Bariatric  Patient  Hip

FEATURES & OPTIONS

- Wall-saver design on guest, tandem, bariatric, patient and hip models
- Clean-out between seat and back
- Moisture-barrier available on seat
- Contoured back for comfort
- Durable metal frame finished in platinum metallic
- Adjustable glides
- Arm caps available in 3D laminate, solid surface and polyurethane

- Solid surface option includes EOS™ (Cupron Enhanced EOS) Preventive|Biocidal Surfaces™
  A copper-oxide infused, solid surface material, EOS™ kills >99.9% of harmful bacteria* within two hours of exposure.
- Tandem tables available with platinum metallic legs and tops available in wood, HPL, or solid surface
- Optional spill groove available on solid surface top


DETAILS

Clean-Out  Wall-Saver Legs  End Table